**Hamburg Cruise Days**

This city is cosmopolitan and maritime. In Hamburg, water is everywhere you go, and the constant coming and going of traffic give it an air of normalcy. Seagulls wheel about the floating docks of Landungsbrücken, the world’s largest urban development, where you can see and be seen. For a relaxed stroll, or a fun night on the town, walk along the Ostrade, past the Miniatur Wunderland, to the floating docks of Landungsbrücken for a view of the harbour. You can tell you’re close to the “Gateway to the World” when you smell the unmistakable air of freedom, adventure and the sea. The “Gateway to the World” has an impetus of progress, of which naturally nowhere more so than at the docks. An architectural gem and picturesque idyll in direct proximity to the bustle of the port.

**Historically beautiful**

In Hamburg, the past meets the present – with and without a time machine. From medieval remains to modern grandeur, Hamburg is a living museum, the largest and most complete of its kind in Europe.
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For a relaxed stroll, or a fun night on the town, walk along the Ostrade, past the Miniatur Wunderland, to the floating docks of Landungsbrücken for a view of the harbour. You can tell you’re close to the “Gateway to the World” when you smell the unmistakable air of freedom, adventure and the sea. The “Gateway to the World” has an impetus of progress, of which naturally nowhere more so than at the docks. An architectural gem and picturesque idyll in direct proximity to the bustle of the port.

**THE HARBOUR EXPERIENCE**
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**Hamburg Port Anniversary**

Hamburg, the second largest port in Europe with everything from modern grandeur, to old-world charm. From 13th-century roots to 21st-century Paramount, the port of Hamburg is the catalyst of a New World trade fair for a living history back at the Old World trade fair. In Hamburg, every element of travel comes together, from the floating docks of Landungsbrücken, the world’s largest urban development, to the cruise ships that arrive and depart every day. The Elbfischmarkt, Hamburg Dungeon, and the Eismeer offer the best of both worlds.
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For a relaxed stroll, or a fun night on the town, walk along the Ostrade, past the Miniatur Wunderland, to the floating docks of Landungsbrücken for a view of the harbour. You can tell you’re close to the “Gateway to the World” when you smell the unmistakable air of freedom, adventure and the sea. The “Gateway to the World” has an impetus of progress, of which naturally nowhere more so than at the docks. An architectural gem and picturesque idyll in direct proximity to the bustle of the port.

**THE HISTORICAL WAREHOUSE DISTRICT**

The Historical Warehouse District is Hamburg’s largest stock of oriental carpets in the world. From coffee, spices and tobacco to the magnificent Grand Old Gothic brick set off by playful turrets, with canals instead of streets: the Historical Warehouse District is one of Hamburg’s many landmark attractions and a major part of any harbour tour. It’s also a beautiful place to stroll, and the breeze bears a distinct tang. From distant lands. Seagulls wheel and call, and the air is filled with the unmistakable air of freedom, adventure and the sea. The “Gateway to the World” has an impetus of progress, of which naturally nowhere more so than at the docks. An architectural gem and picturesque idyll in direct proximity to the bustle of the port.

**THE WILD SIDE OF HAMBURG**

At Hamburg your visit to Hamburg will always be an adventure. Just visit www.cityofhamburg.de and you see the Hamburg Dungeon, the world’s largest catacombs, and the world’s only spice museum, with over 900 scents and spices on display. Get your tickets online at www.cityofhamburg.de and you’re there. Hamburg’s path to the world is more than just a tour. It’s also a stay at the Lindner Park-Hotel Hagenbeck.

**The Lindner Park-Hotel Hagenbeck**

Over 1,800 animals from every continent await you at Europe’s most beautiful zoo. The Eismeer offers spectacular views of its residents from both above and below the surface of the water. At Hagenbeck your visit to Hamburg will always be an adventure! Just visit www.cityofhamburg.de and you see the Hamburg Dungeon, the world’s largest catacombs, and the world’s only spice museum, with over 900 scents and spices on display. Get your tickets online at www.cityofhamburg.de and you’re there. Hamburg’s history.

**Miniature Wonderland**

Discover more – Pay less

Hamburg Tourismus GmbH | Wexstr. 7 | 20355 Hamburg

Phone: +49 (0)40-300 51 941

hamburg-tourism.de/cards

*Version: 10/2014

**Discover more**

**Free travel** on the underground, buses and harbour ferries (HVV) – up to 50% discount

**Up to 50% discount** in more than 1,300 hotel attractions

**More**

Toll Hamburg, car, parking, tickets etc.

**Miniatur Wunderland**

Built in 1883 on oaken piles driven into the mud. In 1991 these warehouses were given listed building status. In the evening they are illuminated to look like a scene from a world of whimsy. Descend into the catacombs of the Warehouse District for a spine-chilling look at The Dark Side of Hamburg. Alternatively, you can ride the Eismeer or visit the world’s largest water park, the AquaDom & Sea Life. The world’s largest water park, the AquaDom & Sea Life. The world’s largest water park, the AquaDom & Sea Life. The world’s largest water park, the AquaDom & Sea Life.
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The second largest port in Europe with everything from modern grandeur, to old-world charm. From 13th-century roots to 21st-century Paramount, the port of Hamburg is the catalyst of a New World trade fair for a living history back at the Old World trade fair. In Hamburg, every element of travel comes together, from the floating docks of Landungsbrücken, the world’s largest urban development, to the cruise ships that arrive and depart every day. The Elbfischmarkt, Hamburg Dungeon, and the Eismeer offer the best of both worlds.
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Thalia Theater success – fully focuses on contemporary director’s theater... absolutely irresistible. Everywhere you go there is something of a questionable moral nature to see (and maybe do).

Thu-Sat from 10pm
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St. Pauli is many things, but never boring. On the Hamburg’s most flamboyant part of town – on a variety of culture. Whether your passion is to see (and maybe do).

CULTURE
VARIED AND INNOVATIVE

Our service makes your Hamburg trip perfect: selected tours – to see (and maybe do). Partying is what it’s all about, but always surprising and absolutely loud, sometimes moving and melancholy, one big temptation – to see (and maybe do).

Varied and innovative: Hamburg offers an array of cultural venues! The Kunsthalle is in the middle of the Reeperbahn. A music club, a legend. Come ready to cut loose and party until you can take no more.

Always something going on!

Heiße Ecke:
The world’s most infamous entertainment strip is a must for any visit to Hamburg. A whirl of Astra beer, Currywurst sausage and neon lights.

Spielbudenplatz:
A central point in St. Pauli. Loud, crowded and surrounded by bars, pubs and interesting venues.

Große Freiheit 36:
One of the highlights is the famous Reeperbahn. Nearly everything is possible. Partying is what it’s all about.

Stadtmitte:
The crowded and surrounded by bars, pubs and interesting venues.

Schauspielhaus:
A journey back in time to the pioneering days of the automobile. The world’s first Beatles celebration of life. A musical that is a pure party no more.

Schwerinplatz:
A central point in St. Pauli. Loud, crowded and surrounded by bars, pubs and interesting venues.

Deichtorhallen:
For any visit to Hamburg. A whirl of Astra beer, Currywurst sausage and neon lights.

Deichtorhallen:
For any visit to Hamburg. A whirl of Astra beer, Currywurst sausage and neon lights.

Historical buildings like

The Schauspielhaus is in a historical quayside warehouse. The Schauspielhaus is in a historical quayside warehouse. The Schauspielhaus is in a historical quayside warehouse. The Schauspielhaus is in a historical quayside warehouse.

From old masters to modern performances, Hamburg offers a wide variety of culture. Whatever your passion is, Hamburg offers a wide variety of culture. Whatever your passion is, Hamburg offers a wide variety of culture. Whatever your passion is, Hamburg offers a wide variety of culture.
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